
Terms and Conditions: This rebate is redeemable only by residents of the U.S. and Canada. Rebate may not be combined with any other offer directly from Garmin. Garmin re-
serves the right to rescind or change this offer. Rebate is paid in U.S. dollars. Recipient is responsible for any applicable taxes. This is an end consumer rebate that is not intended 
for Garmin dealers. Limit one rebate per valid product serial number. Only the actual purchaser of the eligible Garmin product qualifies for this rebate offer. This rebate only applies 
to the products listed on this rebate coupon. Refurbished or newly overhauled products do not qualify for the rebate. Requests for multiple rebates from groups, clubs or organiza-
tions will not be honored. Void where prohibited or otherwise restricted by law.

5. In the squares below, provide the serial number of the device selected in section 4. Serial numbers are required.

3. Select your qualifying LakeVü HD Ultra data card by clearly placing an “x” in the box next to the product you have purchased.

U.S. LakeVü HD Ultra Canada LakeVü HD Ultra

4. Select your qualifying GPSMAP, echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus chartplotter by clearly placing an “x” in the box next to the unit you purchased.

PLEASE NOTE: The preloaded map in the GPSMAP, echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus chartplotter device is not eligible for this rebate. To 
qualify for this rebate, the purchase of the accessory LakeVü HD Ultra map is required.

Need help locating the serial number?
For all the GPSMAP, echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus devices, the serial 
number is located on a white sticker in the lower left corner on the back of the 
device. The serial number is 9 letters or numbers, without spaces or dashes.

Examples of Serial Number Tags:

(REQUIRED 9-DIGIT SERIAL NUMBER)

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

EMAIL
Note: Your email address will be used only for correspondence about this rebate offer. 

PHONE NUMBER

ZIP CODE OR POSTAL CODE
Note: Rebate checks will be mailed only to U.S. or Canadian addresses.

CITY/STATE

ADDRESS

CUSTOMER NAME

PURCHASE DATE

GARMIN DEALER

1. Purchase a LakeVü HD Ultra card AND a qualifying GPSMAP®, echoMAP™ CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus series chartplotter from March 1, 2018, through 
March 31, 2018, and receive $100 USD via mail-in rebate when using the official Garmin® rebate form. Limit 1 rebate per customer. The product must be 
purchased in factory-new condition. All submissions must be postmarked by April 28, 2018.

2. Read and complete this rebate coupon.

To qualify for the LakeVü HD Ultra & Chartplotter Combo $100 USD Rebate, please complete the following:

6. Enclose a copy of your dated, itemized receipt for your purchase of the qualifying GPSMAP, echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus chartplotter AND the 
purchase of  the LakeVü HD Ultra data card. The products must be purchased in factory-new condition. You may purchase the products online or in a 
store. Receipts may also be in the form of a packing slip, an invoice or a printed online order confirmation. The receipt must show your purchase date, the 
name of the Garmin dealer and proof of both items purchased. We do not accept PayPal™ receipts. 
 

Please Note: If a valid receipt is not included, this will cause delays in processing your rebate. Register printed rebate claim forms do not qualify as both 
a completed rebate coupon and the receipt. Receipt showing purchase of the item is required to qualify. If any information is missing and your claim has to 
be resubmitted, this will restart the 6-10 week processing period.

7. Enclose your original UPC bar code cut out from the bottom of the GPSMAP or echoMAP product box.
8. Enclose your original UPC bar code cut out from the back of the LakeVü HD Ultra mapping packaging. 

 

UPC BAR CODE? Garmin UPC Bar Code is located on the bottom of the product box. It consists of 12 numerical digits where the first 6 numbers are 753759 and are followed 
by 6 additional numbers.

For questions about this offer: Please contact rebate@garmin.com

To check the status online, please visit www.status-now.com or call 1-800-975-7814, 
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. MT.

Garmin recommends making a copy of your receipt and completed rebate coupon for your 
records. Once we receive your rebate, please allow 6-10 weeks to process your rebate 
request. Canadian customers, please allow additional 4-8 weeks to receive your rebate after 
it has been processed.

9. Mail your submission (postmarked by April 28, 2018) to:

Garmin International Inc.
Attn: LakeVü HD Ultra & Chartplotter Combo Rebate

1200 E. 151st St.
Olathe, KS 66062

LakeVü HD Ultra & Chartplotter Combo $100 USD Rebate
For information about the mapping featured in this rebate, please visit Garmin.com

echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus 42cv/43cv/44cv/45cv
echoMAP CHIRP 52cv/53cv/54cv/55cv

echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus 72cv/73cv/74cv/75cv
echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus 72sv/73sv/74sv/75sv
echoMAP CHIRP or ECHOMAP Plus 92sv/93sv/94sv/95sv

GPSMAP 7407/7407xsv/7607/7607xsv
GPSMAP 7408/7408xsv/7608/7608xsv
GPSMAP 7410/7410xsv/7610/7610xsv
GPSMAP 7412/7412xsv/7612/7612xsv
GPSMAP 7416/7416xsv/7616/7616xsv
GPSMAP 8417/8422/8424
GPSMAP 8500/8530
GPSMAP 8617/8622/8624

GPSMAP 721/721xs/741/741xs
GPSMAP 722/722xs/742/742xs
GPSMAP 820/820xs/840xs
GPSMAP 922/922xs/942/942xs
GPSMAP 1020/1020xs/1040xs
GPSMAP 1022/1022xsv/1042xsv
GPSMAP 1222/1222xsv/1242xsv
GPSMAP 1222/1222xsv/1242/1242xsv Touch

ECHOMAP Plus 62cv/63cv/64cv/65cv

https://buy.garmin.com/en-US/US/p/148922 
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